Measuring Instructions For Roller Blinds

Standard Windows
Useful Information & Tips
•
•

Use a metal tape measure as cloth ones can be inaccurate.
Make sure the recess is deep enough taking window handles into account.
Brackets top fixed require minimum 50mm
Brackets face fixed required minimum 70mm
The overall width of the roller blind including brackets is approximately 35mm wider than the fabric.

•

•

Blinds are produced within an operating tolerance of +/-3mm (width) and +/-5mm (drop)

There are 3 choices to make when measuring for a roller blind depending where you want it to be fitted or if
you are replacing an existing blind.

Recess Size

1

Used for blinds being fitted inside the window recess.
Measure the full width and length of the window recess without making any deductions to the sizes.
Do not make any deductions, we will do this during manufacture. Approximately 5mm from the width to ensure an appropriate fit.
You can order in inches, cm or mm.

2

Bracket to Bracket
Used when replacing an existing blind.
Measure the existing blind brackets from the outside of the
left one to the outside of the right one.
The blind will be made to these exact sizes. The fabric width
will be approximately 35mm narrower than the size given.
Minimise light leakage by adding 50mm to each side and
70mm to the length of the window recess size.
You can order in inches, cm or mm.
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Fabric Size

3

Used for when you know what size fabric you require.
Measure the width and length of the existing roller blind fabric.
The roller blind fabric will be made to these exact sizes. The
overall blind size including brackets will be approximately
35mm wider than the size given.
You can order in inches, cm or mm.

Other Window Types

In kitchens and bathrooms where there are tiles fitted around the base of the recess please follow these
instructions.

Part Tiled Recesses
Measure the full width at the top of the recess then the width
between the tiles.
If the difference is less than 25mm as it will be im most cases
then use the measurement at the top as there will be enough
clearance for the fabric and order as recess size.
If the difference is greater than 25mm deduct off the width
between the tile 5mm an order as fabric size.
The You can order in inches, cm or mm.

Bay Windows & Conservatories
Roller blinds fitted in bay windows and conservatories require some more consideration when measuring to allow
for angles where the windows are connected. Please click on the link below for theese instructions.
Roller Blind Measuring Instructions for Bay Windows & Conservatories
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